This Letter proposes an optimal gain filter for the perceptual acoustic echo suppressor. We designed an optimally-modified log-spectral amplitude estimation algorithm for the gain filter in order to achieve robust suppression of echo and noise. A new parameter including information about interferences (echo and noise) of single-talk duration is statistically analyzed, and then the speech absence probability and the a posteriori SNR are judiciously estimated to determine the optimal solution. The experiments show that the proposed gain filter attains a significantly improved reduction of echo and noise with less speech distortion. key words: acoustic echo cancellation system, perceptual acoustic echo suppressor, auditory spectral envelope, optimally-modified log-spectral amplitude
Introduction
In full-duplex hands-free telecommunication, an acoustic echo canceller (AEC) is an important component which reduces the acoustic echo effect for natural conversation. However, noise interferences or echo path variations prevent the accurate estimation of the impulse response (IR) of the echo path and degrade the performance of the AEC. Naturally, various AEC techniques have been investigated in an attempt to achieve fast and robust filter adaptation for IR modeling [1] , [2] .
However, there is another effective approach to overcome these problems, namely the perceptual acoustic echo suppressor (PAES) [3] . The PAES directly estimates the spectral envelope (SE) of the echo signal instead of identifying the echo path IR, and suppresses the echo through spectral modification. In the estimation of the SE, human auditory properties are also considered by applying an auditory filterbank. This new scheme offers several advantages: improvement in the perceptual quality of the enhanced speech signal, high computational efficiency, and robustness to echo-path change. Still, however, the PAES can suffer from speech distortion since the gain filter for spectral modification uses the nonlinear process of the spectral subtraction (SS) technique [4] . Moreover, the gain filter does not have the ability to reduce the ambient noise.
In this Letter, an optimal gain filter for the PAES is proposed. We derive an optimally-modified log-spectral amplitude (OM-LSA) algorithm based solution [5] . A new parameter including information of the echo and noise is introduced and statistically analyzed to decide the speech ab- sence probability and the a posteriori SNR in the OM-LSA estimation. This approach enables the gain filter to suppress both echo and noise at the same time. Due to the statistical optimality of the OM-LSA, the speech distortion can also be decreased.
PAES Algorithm
The structure of the PAES algorithm is shown in Fig. 1 . The signal x(t) denotes the far-end speech signal at time t and h the impulse response of the acoustic echo path. Then, the microphone input signal y(t) is given by
where s(t) is the near-end speech signal and n(t) is the noise signal. The acoustic echo signal u(t) is generated by propagating x(t) through the echo path. Assuming that s(t), u(t) and n(t) are mutually uncorrelated, the instantaneous power spectrum of the microphone signal can be approximated in the short time Fourier transform (STFT) domain as
where k is the frequency index and l is the time frame index. The blocks of AF, GF, and SM stand for an auditory filterbank, a gain filter, and spectral modification, respectively. The PAES algorithm is characterized by using an auditory filterbank. An auditory filterbank consists of bandpass filters with nonuniform bandwidths which have the effect of auditory masking. Hence, the PAES can take advantage of the specific frequency resolution of a human auditory system for echo suppression. If W k i (k) denotes the frequency response of the i-th normalized bandpass filter centered at k i , the filter output of the microphone signal is given by 
where K is the number of FFT points. This equation can be rewritten by using (2) as
Now, the auditory SE sample of the echo signal,Ũ(k i , l), is estimated bŷ
whereĤ(k i , l) is the adaptive filter using the following NLMS algorithm with a step size of μ:
Given the value ofˆŨ(k i , l), the gain filter sample is derived according to the SS technique [4] as
where α and β are parameters used to control the echo cancellation. The gain filter samples of (7) are interpolated to construct the gain filter G(k, l) of all frequency bins, and then the enhanced output signal is given by the following spectral modification:
Optimal Gain Filter Design

Optimal Gain Filter Based on OM-LSA
As mentioned above, the PAES algorithm has various advantages due to its use of an auditory SE. However, the gain filter of (7) does not handle the input noise signal and also normally gives rise to speech distortion due to the nonlinear process of SS: over-subtraction (β > 1) of the echo and non-negative constraints on spectral estimates. Hence, we propose a statistically optimal gain filter which is based on the OM-LSA speech estimator [5] to improve the PAES. The OM-LSA algorithm provides the spectral gain function minimizing the mean square error of the log-spectra aŝ
where E{·} denotes the mathematical expectation. The gain estimateĜ(k, l) is given as a weighted geometric mean of the hypothetical gains associated with the speech presence probability p(k, l) in the following way:
where G H 1 (k, l) is the optimal gain when speech is present and G min is the lower bound of the gain when speech is absent. Both G H 1 (k, l) and p(k, l) can be derived in terms of the speech absence probability, the a posteriori SNR, and the a priori SNR. Consequently, according to the speech absence probability and the SNR estimates, the OM-LSA based gain filter optimally attenuates the echo while mitigating speech distortion. Moreover, this approach can simultaneously suppress both ambient noise and echo without the need for a post-filter, when those parameters include information about the power of both the echo and noise. We propose a reasonable estimation of the speech absence probability and the a posteriori SNR for the OM-LSA based gain filter of the PAES.
Estimation of Speech Absence Probability
LetỸ(k, l) be the SE sample at an arbitrary time-frequency bin, (k, l), which is obtained by interpolating the samples of Y(k i' , l) in the same way that G(k, l) is obtained from G(k i , l). In Eq. (3), the bandpass filter of an auditory filterbank can be considered as a smoothing window in the frequency domain. Similarly, we assume that the interpolated SE value, Y(k, l), can also be regarded as the smoothed value of the periodograms |Y(k, l)| 2 as
where b k (·) is a normalized rectangular window whose length, 2w(k)+1, depends on the bandwidths of the bandpass filters near k. To take into account the strong correlation of the speech in neighboring time-frequency bins, a smoothing operation is performed in time as
where αỸ is a smoothing parameter. If the microphone input signal, Y(k, l), only includes wide-sense stationary (WSS) random noise, and its periodograms are exponentially, independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.), then Eq. (12) can be modelled as the sum of m squared mutually, independent normal variables [6] and the matching cumulative distribution function (CDF) is given by
where λ N (k, l) = E{|N(k, l)| 2 } and F χ 2 ; m (x) represents the standard chi-square CDF with m(k) degrees of freedom. As in [6] , it was found experimentally that m(k) ≈ ((1 + αỸ )(1 − αỸ )B(k)). B(k) denotes the imaginary bandwidth obtained by smoothing the bandwidths of the bandpass filters near k. Now, we define a new parameter representing the input to echo and noise ratio as
where TˆŨ(k, l) is the smoothed value of the echo SE estimates,ˆŨ(k, l). To estimate the speech absence probability, we first consider the upper limit of γ(k, l) under single-talk conditions (H 0 ). In other words, we decide a lower bound to determine whether the desired speech is surely present at a time-frequency bin. The threshold γ 0 (k, l) is set to satisfy a small significance level ε: P(γ(k, l) > γ 0 (k, l)|H 0 ) < ε.
When the desired speech is absent, the numerator in (14) can be decomposed as TÑ(k, l) and TŨ(k, l). If TŨ(k, l) , TˆŨ(k, l), and λ N (k, l) are given values, γ(k, l) is the linearly transformed random variable of TÑ(k, l). Hence γ(k, l) has the CDF of
from (13), and then the threshold γ 0 (k, l) satisfying a significance ε is given by
where the time and the frequency indices are omitted for simplicity. Since N(k, l) is WSS and its periodgrams are exponentially i.i.d., the process {|N(k, l)| 2 } is mean-ergodic and the ensemble average λ N (k, l) is equal to the time average. The estimateλ N (k, l) is obtained by time averaging Y(k, l) −ˆŨ(k, l) during single-talk periods and this value remains unchanged in doublet-talk duration. If the PAES provides the accurate estimate of the echo SE, TŨ(k, l) can directly be replaced by TˆŨ(k, l). However, C · TˆŨ(k, l) is used instead of TŨ(k, l) and C is set to be larger than 1, in order to ensure a small significance level even when the estimation error of the echo SE is notable. By using the threshold γ 0 (k, l), we propose the following estimator for the speech absence probability q(k, l):
Estimation of a Posteriori SNR and Optimal Gain
The OM-LSA estimator requires the a posteriori SNR. ζ(k, l) = |Y(k, l)| 2 /λ U+N (k, l), where λ U+N (k, l) denotes the power spectral density of the echo and noise signal. This value can be robustly estimated by using the speech absence probability of (17) as follows:
where (k, l) is omitted for simplicity. Finally, according to the derivations in [5] , G H 1 (k, l) and p(k, l) for Eq. (10) can be obtained by
where the a priori SNR, ξ(k, l) = λ S (k, l)/λ U+N , is estimated byξ
and v (k, l) = ζ (k, l) ξ (k, l)/ 1 + ξ (k, l) .
Experiments and Results
To evaluate the performance of the proposed gain filter, speech signals were recorded at a sampling rate of 8 KHz.
Near-end speech and echo signals were simulated by using the artificial room IR in [7] . The room dimensions were 5 m × 6 m × 2.5 m. The microphone input signals were synthesized by mixing the near-end speech signals with echo signals. White Gaussian noise was added on to the nearend speech at various SNR levels. Fifteen test samples were created at each noise level and whose lengths were about 6 s. The near-end speech power was 0.5 dB higher than the echo power on average. For the PAES, STFT uses a Hanning window of size 32 ms with 50% overlap. The number of FFT-points is K = 256. The auditory filterbank follows the equivalent rectangular bandwidth (ERB) scale as in [3] . Double-talk periods were indicated with an ideal detector and the adaptive filter stopped the update during those periods. The parameters were set as: μ = 0.02, (α, β) = (1, 1.2), G min = 10 −2 , αỸ = 0.1, ε = 0.02, C = 2.5, α G = 0.5. The performance of the proposed system was evaluated by measuring the echo return loss enhancement (ERLE) and speech attenuation (SA). The ERLE measures the power ratio between the input echo (with noise) and residual echo of the system output. The SA denotes the decreased power of the speech signal due to the echo cancellation. The input SNR level was varied from 10 dB to 30 dB. The proposed algorithm was compared with the conventional PAES. The performance of the PAES with an additional post-filter was also evaluated for comparison. The post-filter used the general SS technique to reduce the residual noise. In Fig. 2 , the averaged ERLE and SA results are shown. It can be seen that the PAES has low ERLE and high SA values. The post-filter increases the ERLE performance of the system but simultaneously causes additional speech attenuation. On the contrary, the proposed algorithm exhibits superior ERLE while minimizing the speech attenuation of the desired speech signal at the overall input SNR levels. Figure 3 displays an example of the waveform and temporal ERLE. This result was observed at input SNR of 10 dB. We can confirm that the proposed algorithm consistently provides the best ERLE performance during singletalk periods.
Conclusions
We described the design of an optimal gain filter for the PAES system. The suggested gain filter utilizes the OM-LSA algorithm instead of the SS-based Wiener solution.
We introduced a judicious estimation of the speech absence probability and the a posteriori SNR for the OM-LSA estimator. Since the statistical parameters include information of both echo and noise, the gain filter has the ability to suppress ambient noise as well as echo without the need for an additional post-filter. This approach is the statistically optimal solution enhancing the speech and thus the speech distortion can be decreased. Experimental results confirm that the proposed algorithm can achieve a significant improvement in ERLE while minimizing the speech attenuation.
